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Local government agencies and officials are often 

keenly interested in legislative and administrative 

actions by other government entities; and perhaps more 

so in the actions of the voters. Whether supporting 

or opposing legislation or administrative action, or 

informing the voters about the importance of a ballot 

measure, local government officials can find themselves 

competing with multiple interest groups for the attention 

of legislators, decision-makers and voters. The laws that 

regulate advocacy by local government agencies are 

more restrictive than laws that govern private advocates. 

Courts view the use of public resources to generate 
impressions of support on one political side or the other as 
a “distortion” of the political process1. It’s one thing to state 

the position of an agency directly, such as through the agency’s 
lobbyist or legislative testimony, adopting a resolution of board 
support for a ballot measure, or distributing factual information 
to constituents. But using public funds to campaign for or 
against a ballot measure, or to seek “grass roots” support for a 
bill, crosses a legal line that can have signi cant conse uences 
for the agencies and public o cials involved.

Admittedly, that line is not always clear. Some agencies 
have nestled up against it in recent years, especially in 
expanding the use of “informational” communications to 
voters about revenue related ballot measures. Courts tend to 
de ne the line in terms of what has been called a “dichotomy” 
between public agencies’ informational activity (permitted) 
and campaign activity (not)2. The line starts with a pretty 
straightforward pair of statutes. Government Code Section 

 prohibits o cers, employees or consultants of local 
agencies from spending or authorizing the expenditure 
of public funds to support or oppose a ballot measure or 
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candidate. That statute does 
not prohibit an “accurate, fair 
and impartial” presentation 
of relevant facts about a ballot 
measure to voters. Government 
Code Section 8314 makes it 
illegal for local o cials and 
sta  to use public resources for 
campaign or personal purposes. 
These laws impose personal 
criminal and civil liability on 
those who violate them.

The statutes mirror the 
California Supreme Court’s 
holding in a leading case 
setting forth the rules 
against partisan government 
involvement in elections. In 
Stanson v. Mott3, the Court 
found the expenditure of 
public funds to support State 
bond measures was improper, 
and held:

“[A]t least in the 
absence of clear and explicit legislative authorization, a public agency 
may not expend public funds to promote a partisan position in an election 
campaign ...”45 

Apart from o cial ballot arguments and other materials authorized by the lections 
Code, there is no legislative authorization for local public agencies to spend public 
money to promote or defeat a ballot measure or a candidate. However, the Stanson 
court recognized that public funds may be spent for “informational purposes,” to 
provide the public with a fair and impartial presentation of relevant information.  

Problems sometimes arise in attempting to distinguish improper “campaigning” 
from proper “informational” activities. As agencies have expanded outreach 
e orts, courts and lawyers have tried with mixed success to de ne which type of 
communication is which. Some impermissible campaign communications are 
obvious: words like “vote for” or “vote against” are “express advocacy” that don’t 
belong in public agency communications . Bumper stickers and buttons are campaign 
items. Otherwise, without express advocacy, when a communication or activity about 
a ballot measure is not clearly campaign or informational activity, the following 
factors make it more likely to be deemed appropriate informational activity:

1. The communication is part of a regular pattern of communication between 
the public agency and constituents, such as a periodic newsletter, and not a unique 
communication immediately before an election. Graphics, color and design are 
similar to other publications.

2. The communication conveys the views of the agency in a moderate tone, without 
overly emotional warnings about what may happen if the measure does not pass. 

3. The content of the communication is based on veri able and publicly available 
facts, such as agency studies or sta  reports. 
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4. The communication explains a voting process, election 
deadlines or encourages non partisan activity such as 
registering to vote7. 

5. The communication does not assume that the measure 
will pass or fail; and uses words like “if measure A passes” 
rather than “when measure A passes.”

. If the content is fact based, true and moderate in tone, 
the failure to include opposing arguments is not necessarily 
improper8. 

Given those factors, it seems that if a communication looks 
and sounds like a typical, consistent, moderate and factual 
communication from a public entity and contains no express 
advocacy, it is likely permissible, even if it relates to a ballot 
measure. If it looks or sounds more like a campaign activity, 
either through express advocacy or atypical timing, style or 
type, the communication is likely not permissible. 

This informational/campaign distinction is relevant to 
lobbying e orts as well. ocal o cials have the authority 
to directly lobby the Legislature, Congress, agencies and 
individual decision makers to advocate for or against decisions 
that the local legislative body deems to be either bene cial 
or detrimental to the local agency9. However, the law does 
not allow public agencies to use public funds for “grass roots 
lobbying.” In a “grass roots” lobbying e ort, the lobbying 
party communicates with the public through various means 

and urges them to contact legislators with messages for or 
against legislative proposals. Private groups frequently do this; 
public agencies may not. Spending public funds on a “grass 
roots” lobbying campaign is banned under the same theory 
that prohibits the use of public funds to in uence voters in an 
election10. Courts, and the California Attorney General, have 
found that “grass roots lobbying” by public agencies is illegal 
because public funds cannot be used to create a distorted 
appearance of public support or opposition11. 

Advocacy on behalf of your local agency is important 
and legal, as long as those activities stay on the 
informational side of the line. Agencies may tell their own 
stories, directly to the appropriate audience, in a moderate, 
factual and consistent way.
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